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TO TRANSONIC SPEEiX3 

By -Harold R. Goodman 

SUMMARY 

Measurements were made, in dives to transonic speeds, of the static
pressure position error at a dis~ance _ of op.e chord ahead of the wing tip 
of the McDonnell XF~8 airplane. The airplane ,incorporates a wing ""hic 

L
iS swept back 350 along the O.25-chord line and utilizes a 65-Beries 
~i;rfOi!--'!.!..:tlL a __ 9-percent-t. hicks ection;perp_e~diGlJJ~_ :to ___ ~he _0. 25-chord 
~i~e~ The section in the stream direction is approximately percent 
hic. Data up to a Mach number of about 0.97 were obtained within an 

airplane normal-force-coefficient range from about 0.05 to about 0.68. 
Data at Mach numbers above about 0.97 were obtained within an airplane 
normal-force-coefficient range from about 0.05 tq about 0.38. 

Results of'- the measurements indicate that the static-pressure error, 
wi thin the accuracy of measurement, is negligible from a Mach number 
of 0.65 to a Mach number of about 0.97. With a further increase in 
Mach number, the static-pressure error increases rapidly; at the highest 
Mach number attained in these tests (about M = 1.038), the error 
increases to about 8 percent of the impact pressure. Above a"Mach 
number of about 0.975, the recorded Mach number remains substantially 
constant with increasing true Mach number; the installation is of no 
value between a Mach number of about 0.975 and at least 1.038, as the 
true Mach number cannot be obtained from the recorded Mach number in 
this range. 

r---/ Previously pul;>lished data have shown that at 0.96 chord ahead of 
ithe wing tip of the straight-wing X-I' airplanes" a rapid rise of posi
!tion error started at a Mach number of about 0.8. In the case of the 
iXF~ airplane, this rise of position error was delayed, presumably by 
the sweep of the wing, to a Mach number of about 0.97. ---.-

~~i::::7~::~~~-~:~~0-:~~;';;:.r'-----
.' ;'1' ,,--~~~:;;,~S 
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mTRODUCTION 

Measurements of the static...,...pressure error of wing and fuselage 
airspeed installations on the X....;.l airplanes in transonic flight (refer
encel) indicated that wing-tip airspeed installations on straight-wing 
airplanes will, at transonic and supersonic speeds, be subject to 
static-pressure errors which vary extremely with Mach number. No 
~aSurements have yet been reported, however, of the static-pressure 
position error of a wing-tip airspeed installation on a swept-wing 
airplane in the transonic speed range. 

The NACA was requested by the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation to 
make a high Mach number calibration of an airspeed installation of the 
swept-wing XF-88 airplane as a part of the airplane performance investi
gation. Measurements of the static-pressure position error of the wing
tip-boom airspeed installation were made in four dives to transonic 
speeds by the radar tracking method of reference 2. : The results of 
'these measurements are reported herein, and are felt to be of general 
interest to the problem of designing an airspeed installation for a 
transonic airplane. 
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SYMBOIS 

recorded static pressure 

true static pressure 

static4?ressure position error, p' - p 

recorded Mach number 

Mach number corrected for static4?ressure error 

true impact pressure 

airplane normal acceleration 

airplane weight 

dynamic pressure o.1pli 

airplane wing area 

airplane normal-force coefficient (::) 
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D maximum fuselage diameter 

c wing-tip chord 

pitot static-head diameter 

. wing-tip-boom diameter 

i 
fJ//j,;j AIBPLANE DE3CRIPTION .J,./ / 

,..-:; "}Ml ;, 
-< I!;' cY<~ Jii;:)McDonnell XF~ airplan;? is a swept-w"ing airplane powered by 

two Westinghouse 2~ turbojet engines. The airplane incorporates a 
wing which is swept back 350 along theO.25-chord line and utilizes a 
65-Beries airfoil with a 9-percent-thick section perpendicular to the 
O.25-chord line. The section in the stream. direction is approximately 
8 percent thick. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Airplane instrument~tion.- The pitot static head used in these 
tests was 'a standard Kollsman high-speed head. A drawing of the head 
is given in figure 1. The pitot static head was located at one chord 
ahead of the airplane wing tip. A plan view of the airplane showing 

,-the location of the pitot static head is given in figure 2. 

Measurements of static pressure and impact pressure were recorded 
on a standard NACA airspeed recorder. For purposes of checking, 
approximately, the airplane nOrmal-force-coefficient range in these 
tests, values of airplane normal acceleration were obtained from an 
indicating accelerometer mounted on a flight photo panel located near 

." the airplane center of gravity. The timing sequence of the pressure 
• recorder was transmitted on the airplane VHF channel to' the ground 
station. 

Ground,'in!3trumentation.- Tp.e N,~A ground radar r~G.o:tld~ system 
used in th~s-e "tests is describ~d,1n(detail '",inre~J~e'e~' ''''. 

. '. . \ ... J'~-''' , .... _ .• '~' ".) 

"A... detaiI-ed--estimation of the accuracy with which_an airspeed 
calibrB:t-i~:n c~ be'obtained\-bythe r~ trackitig me,thoa. is' practiced 
at Muroc is'''R:r:~sented In.--!:~~eren~ •. ,!or the tests reported herein, 

alElict· 
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dives from pressure altitudes of about 37,000 feet to about 22,000 feet, 
the accuracies that can be expected are as follows: 

Radar.- A maximum error in the determination of the static-pressure 
error of about ±0.046 inch of mercury at a pressure altitude of 
37,000 feet to about ±0.083 inch of mercury at a pressure altitude 
of 22,000 feet. 

Airplane.- A maximum. error of ±0.07 inch of mercury in the measure
ment of pressure altitude and of ±o.025 inch of mercury in the measure
ment of airspeed. 

Lag.- Estimates of the time lag in t~ airspeed system were made, 
using the methods described in reference~ For th& first two dives, 
NACA recording instruments, solely, were connected to the airspeed 
system, and it was indicated that lag effects on the system were 
negligibly s:mal1. for the rates of descent attained in these dives. For 

, the last two dives, an indicating Mach meter was connected to the 
airspeed system in addition to the NACA recording instrument with the 
result that lag effects were measurable for the rates of descent attained 
in the latter dives. Corrections for lag effects an both static-pressure 
and i~act-pressure measurements were made to data from the latter dives, 
by use of the methods presented in reference ~.(...- The data corrected for 
measurable lag effects are shown. in figure 3 by unflagged synibols. 

Over-all accuracZ.- From a consideration of the foregoing, the 
over-all accuracy of measurement for these tests was ±2 percent of the 
true impact pressure. 

T1!ST RE3UL1S .AND DISCUSSION 

The static-pressure error of the wing-tip-:boom airspeed installation 
is presented in figure 3 as the variation of the coefficient ~p/qc 
with Mach number. It is indicated that, within the accuracy of measure
ment, the st~tic-pressure error is negligible from a Mach number of 0.65 
to a Mach number of about 0.97. Wi th a further increase in Mach number, 
the static-pressure error increases rapidly; at the highest Mach number 
attained in these tests (~bout M = 1. 038), the error increases to about 
8 percent of the impact pressure. The effect of the rapid increase in 
the static-pressure error upon the airspeed installation is shown. in 
figure 4, where the variation of the recorded Mach number with corrected 
Mach number is presented. It is indicated that above a Mach number of 
about 0.975, the recorded Mach number remains substantially constant 
with increasing true Mach number. The installation apparently is of no 
value between a Mach number of about 0.975 and at least 1.038, as the 
true Mach number cannot be obtained from the recorded Mach number in 
this range. 

2 22 
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~
-Mea.SliI-eme:. nts of' the static-:-:-~res~ure error .. made ~t 0.96, chord ahead) 

o the/.wing.tlp of' thestraigh~D8 X-lai~lanes (refer~ce l)(incor-( 
rat:i:ng 65-series airfpils of .. S-and lQ.-perc~t thicknes:s) showed that 

, rapid rise :t,ti~e_~.Eltjc-pres~ure~ error ~tarteci-at.~.a.~clj.·:-iill.mber of' , 
~l>_~~"!J_Q,.~The resultsf'orthe 350 swept-wine; XF-88 airplane (:r1g:-3T 
show that the static~ressure error ahead of' the wing tip does not start 
to rise until a Mach number of' about 0.97 is reached. This indicates 
the ef'fect of sweep in delaying the rapid rise ~f' the static-pressure 
error in the same manner that other compressibility effects are del~ed 
by sweep. 

Data up to a Mach number of about 0.97 were obtained within an 
airplane normal-force-coefficient range from about 0.05 to about 0.68. 
Data at Mach numbers above 0.97 were obtained within an airplane normal
force-coeff'icient range from about 0.05 to about 0.38. No measurable 
variation of' the static-pressure error with airplane normal-f'orce 
coef'f'icient was apparent in these tests. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

. ) 

// -Measurements. made /of tb:e .. static-i;>ressure error at a pOi:Qt one 
¢hord ahead of ·the wjp8.tip of' the McDonnell sweptback-wlpg XF2.88 air
:Pl~~J_.m._~ves to ti-atls.Q!l1.c-.speedS,--indlcate:·· -- --'-'---'--_.' .-.. ----

The static-pressure error, within the accuracy of measurement, is 
negligible f'rom a Mach number of' 0.65 to a Mach number of' about 0.97. 
With a f'urther increase l.n Mach number, the static-pressure error 
l.ncreases rapidly; at the highest Mach number attained in these tests 
(about M = 1.038) the error increases to about 8 percent of the impact 
pressure. Above a Mach number of about 0.975, the recorded Mach number 

. remains substantially constant with increasing true Mach number; the 
installation is of no valuebetweeri a Mach number of' about 0.975 and at 
least 1. 038 J as the true Mach number cannot be obtained from the 
recorded Mach number in this range. 

kE saEI 
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ThE:) -sweep o:f th{ lF~ wing is apparently e:f:fecti:ve ... in delaying 
the rapid rise o:f"the static-pressure errol' to a Macli.number o:f . 

" / - ,," -./ -'. ' 

about 0.97; previously PUbli.S .. hed data o:f ~tatic--1?ryssure-err9:r- measure
ments ahead o:f' the wing tip o:f the X-l airplanes/"( incorporating 
6~eries air:foils with 8- and 10-pe~centthick:IS.ess) show a rapid rise 
~'the static-pressure error at a M8.ch number o:f about 0.80. 
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Figure 1.- Kollsman high-speed pitot-static head used on XF-88 airplane. 
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Figure 2.- Plan view of' the McDonnell XF-88 airplane showing location of' 
wing-ti~oam pitot-static head. 
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Figure 3.- The variation with Mach number of the static-pressure error of the wing-tip-boom airspeed 
installation of the XF-<38 airplane. 
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Figure 4.- The variation of the recorded Mach number with corrected Mach 
number for the wing-ti~oom airspeed installation of the 
XF-88 airplane. 
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